Abstract-Secret key generation among wireless devices using physical layer information of radio channel has been an attractive alternative for ensuring security in mobile environments. Received signal strength (RSS) based secret key extraction gains much attention due to its easy accessibility in wireless infrastructure. However, the problem of using RSS to generate keys among multiple devices to ensure secure group communication in practice remains open. In this work, we propose a framework for collaborative key generation among multiple wireless devices leveraging RSS. To deal with mobile devices not within each other's communication range, we employ relay nodes to achieve reliable key extraction. To enable secure group communication, two protocols are developed to perform collaborative group key generation via star and chain topologies respectively. We further provide the theoretic analysis on the achievable secrecy rate for both star and chain topologies in the presence of an eavesdropper. Our prototype development using MICAz motes and extensive experiments using fading trend based key extraction demonstrate the feasibility of using RSS for group key generation in both indoor and outdoor environments, and concurrently achieving a lower bit mismatch rate compared to existing studies.
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INTRODUCTION
T HE usage of wireless devices (e.g., PDAs, smartphones, and laptops) has become an inseparable part of our daily lives, which actively involves in information sharing and various data transactions in ways that previously were not possible. To ensure the successful deployment and adoption of these emerging applications, secure communication is crucial to support data transmission confidentiality, data integrity, and device authentication among multiple wireless devices. For example, police officers covering different street blocks need to share with each other the monitoring information along their daily patrol routes and the recording of the crime information by areas; soldiers carrying out a particular task need to share task plans and real-time monitoring results among themselves, but not to unauthorized parties. Another example is a group of travelers want to limit the sharing of travel plans, journals, pictures and video clips within the group through the peer-to-peer association.
There have been active researches in applying traditional cryptographic-based methods such as public key infrastructure (PKI) to wireless networks, these methods, however, may not be always applicable because of the limited resources on wireless devices (e.g., limited battery and computation power), and lacking of a fixed key management infrastructure due to highly dynamic mobile wireless environments (e.g., peer-to-peer association, neighborhood devices changing frequently). In addition, the openness of the wireless transmission medium makes the key establishment itself vulnerable to eavesdropping-adversaries within communication range of legitimate devices can monitor any information exchanges of key generation and renewal. In this study, we examine secure group communications among multiple wireless devices by exploiting physical layer information of the radio channel instead of using the traditional cryptographic-based methods.
The main advantage of the secret key generation utilizing physical layer information of the radio channel is that it allows any two wireless devices within transmission range of each other to extract a shared symmetric cryptographic key while does not require a fixed infrastructure or a secure communication channel [1] , [2] , [3] . Based on the principle of channel reciprocity, two wireless devices can extract identical secret bits independently by using the sampled sequence from the radio channel between them within the coherence time of the channel. Unlike existing key generation algorithms, such as Diffie-Hellman, which rely upon computational hardness of problems, secret key generation using channel randomness provided by the temporal and spatial variation of the radio channel can achieve information-theoretical secrecy [4] .
Comparing to various physical layer information of the radio channel (such as channel phase [5] , [6] ), sampling received signal strength (RSS) is an attractive approach to generate secret keys as the RSS readings are readily available in the existing wireless infrastructure and thus presents tremendous cost savings. However, previous studies on RSS based secret key generation mainly focus on improving the secret bit generation rate (BGR) between a pair of wireless devices (by exploiting temporal and spatial variations of radio channel [7] , [8] , multiple antenna diversity [9] , and multiple frequencies [10] ). The problem of using RSS to practically perform key generation among multiple wireless devices to ensure secure group communication remains a challenge. Group secret key generation problem has been addressed mainly conceptually in [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
In this work, we propose collaborative secret key extraction for a group of wireless devices using readily available RSS measurements, rather than relying on a key distribution infrastructure. The group of wireless devices involved in key generation may not be within each other's communication range. We address this issue by employing a relay node assisted approach and define a metric using difference of RSS to maintain secrecy among devices. To enable secure group communication, two protocols are developed in our framework via star and chain topologies respectively by exploiting RSS from multiple devices to perform group key generation collaboratively. Note that, it has been shown how nodes coordinate and group together to form the star and the chain topology in [16] . In particular, the collaborative key extraction via the star topology is designed for scenarios when multiple wireless devices are within each other's communication range (e.g., people traveling together), whereas the approach via the chain topology deals with scenarios when not all wireless devices under consideration are within each other's communication range, but they are interconnected (e.g., patrolling police officers and soldiers carrying out military tasks). We assume that all the nodes pass authentication before joining the group, and thus none of the group members act maliciously for both the star and the chain scenarios.
We analyze the reliability and scalability of the proposed collaborative secret key extraction framework by deriving the maximum achievable group key rate for our scheme under both star and chain topologies in the presence of eavesdroppers. Our secret key rate assumes full equivocation of the secret key bits at the eavesdropper, i.e., the rate of mutual information leakage to the eavesdroppers is 0. This implies that, regardless of the statistical method employed by the eavesdroppers, they cannot decode any of the key bits with high probability. We specify the amount of drop in key rate as a function of the size of the group. Additionally, to deal with various noises in real-world scenarios, we propose a secret key generation scheme exploiting the trend exhibited in RSS resulted from shadow fading to encode secret bits to work with our group key extraction framework. Our fading trend based key extraction aims to achieve a lower bit mismatch rate (BMR) comparing to existing studies when maintaining a comparable bit generation rate. Compared with many traditional group key generation approaches, that perform pair-wise key generation first and then distribute to the rest of the nodes through secure links, our approach does not require the presence of links that are secured a priori. With a limited number of nodes in this group, the bit mismatch rate for group key extraction with our fading trend based method is acceptable, where using reconciliation technique could further recover the mismatched bits by using error correction code.
Furthermore, we build a system prototype using MICAz motes and conduct extensive experiments in both outdoor (e.g., park and street) and indoor (e.g., office building) environments to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed collaborative key generation framework. Our experimental results confirm the feasibility of using RSS for group key generation among multiple wireless devices under various mobile scenarios. The results also demonstrate that our fading-trend assisted key extraction scheme can achieve a lower bit mismatch rate compared to existing studies when maintaining a comparable secret bit generation rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We place our work in the context of related research in secret key extraction in Section 2. We provide our framework overview and attack model in Section 3. We then describe the building block in our framework, relay node assisted collaborative key extraction, in Section 4. We next present our group key extraction protocols via the star topology in Section 5 and chain topology in Section 6 together with the corresponding theoretic analysis. We discuss the group key extraction under the hybrid topology in Section 7. To deal with various noises in practice, we show how to perform secret key extraction using RSS fading trend in Section 8. We present the prototype implementation and performance evaluation results in Section 9. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 10.
RELATED WORK
There have been active theoretic studies on characterizing secrecy capacity using physical layer information. Wallace et al. [17] , [18] present the mutual information secret bit rate bounds from theoretical channel models. Maurer and Wolf propose an information theoretic bound for secrecy rate between two nodes in the presence of an eavesdropper node [19] . And the theoretic basis for the feasibility of using channel state information in OFDM system for key generation is also explored [20] .
Various radio channel features have been proposed for secret key extraction in literature. Phase difference is first proposed [21] , in which differential phase of two-tone signal is measured and quantized to generate secret keys. Phase difference is further exploited [5] , [6] . Sayeed et al. use random phase for secret key extraction in an OFDM system [5] , whereas Wang et al. propose a scheme for efficient key establishment [6] . The impulse response of a wireless channel is used to generate a shared secret [4] , [22] , [23] , [24] . Ultra-wideband radios are used to measure the impulse response [23] , [24] , while Mathur et al. and Ye et al. propose to estimate the impulse response from Wilar signals [4] , [22] , respectively. Statistics of the angle-of-arrival (AOA) is used as a signature for key generation [2] , however, it requires an access point to have a programmable phased array antenna received signal strength or channel gain is the most commonly used radio channel feature for secret key extraction due to it is readily available in existing wireless infrastructure, and thus it is easy to measure with little effort. Previous studies mainly focus on exploiting temporal and spatial variations of a radio channel [1] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] , [25] , [26] , multiple antenna diversity [9] , and multiple frequencies [10] for secret bit extraction between a pair of wireless devices. The change in the signal envelop during a transmission is used to encode and decode transmitted messages [25] . Li et al. use the universal software radio peripheral (USRP) and GNU radio to generate a 24-bit signature based on the measured channel gain [26] . Azimi-Sadjadi et al. utilize the deep fading of channel gain that periodically occurs in mobile channels is proposed to extract secret bits [1] . Mathur et al. [4] generate secret bits using the RSS extracted from 802.11a packets with mobile devices. Patwari et al. focus on improving the secret bit generation rate in mobile wireless networks [7] , [8] , while Wilhelm et al. use multiple frequencies to generate secret keys in static wireless sensor networks [10] . Multiple-antenna diversity is also exploited to improve the bit generation rate [9] . However, none of these RSS based methods considers key generation for multiple wireless devices.
Different from the above studies, our group key generation method utilizing readily available RSS measurements is lightweight, and thus is a practical solution for different types of wireless networks. To show the practicality of our proposed method, we analyze the basic information theoretic limits of the achievable key rate (for the analysis of group secret key rates for the general source models, see [27] and [28] ) and build a prototype using MICAs motes to evaluate it in both outdoor and indoor environments.
Also, there has been some theoretical investigations on group secret key generation [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . The main approach there is to generate pairwise secret keys first, then to generate a group key, exploiting the pairwise keys. Particularly, Arazi and Qi [11] introduce an ECC-based methodology for group key generation in ad hoc clusters of sensor nodes. Kim et al. [12] propose to blend key trees with Diffie e A RHellman key exchange for group key generation. Nitinawarat et al. [13] , [14] develop a group key generation scheme that uses the existing practical Slepian-Wolf codes and Steiner tree packing in a multigraph for local pair-wise and global key propagation respectively. Ye and Reznik [15] propose a method for secret key agreement in the kind of network based on well-established point-to-point techniques over a graphical representation of the network.
The main objective is to achieve the group secret key capacity, derived in [28] . However, these capacity achieving schemes involve a separate information reconciliation phase with each user as well as separate transmissions of the group secret key. Consequently, the associated delay scales with the number of users, making them impractical for large systems. In our approach, we use some information broadcast, joint with the observation phase in such a way that the subsequent one-way public discussion involves merely a single broadcast for information reconciliation, hence reducing the delay at the expense of some sacrifice in the key rate. We also evaluate the achievable key rate of our scheme.
SYSTEM MODEL

Framework Overview
Generating group secret key is essential to ensure secure communication among multiple wireless devices. Previous RSS-based key extraction schemes only work with pairwise devices within communication range of each other. In this framework, we focus on secret key extraction for a group of wireless devices by exploiting the RSS measurements from these devices collaboratively. There are a number of challenges arising from utilizing RSS measurements for group key generation. First, the RSS values obtained between a pair of devices cannot be securely passed to other devices, making it hard to reach key agreement among multiple devices without the availability of a fixed infrastructure. Second, due to the dynamics of mobile devices, the devices within the group that need to establish a secret key may not be within each other's communication range, making the existing RSS-based methods not applicable. To address these challenges, we define a metric called DOSS which represents the difference of signal strength measured at a particular wireless device from different radio channels. In our framework, instead of using RSS measurements directly, we utilize the DOSS values to facilitate key extraction.
Our framework consists of two protocols via either star and chain topologies to facilitate reliable secret key generation among multiple wireless devices. The collaborative key extraction protocol via the star topology is designed for the scenario when a group of wireless devices under consideration are within the communication range of each other. For example, a group of travelers are visiting the same scenic spot. In this case, a device in the group will be randomly picked to serve as the virtual central node by passing the DOSS values to other devices to perform key extraction collaboratively. Whereas under the scenario when not all the wireless devices in the group are within the communication range of each other, our collaborative key extraction protocol constructs a virtual chain topology where the devices in the group under consideration are connected with one another like a chain. Each device in the chain involves to pass the corresponding DOSS values to its neighbor device in the next step of the chain. The approach for chain topology may incur accumulated RSS noise across multiple devices. Our theoretic analysis discusses this issue in Section 6. Our framework is generic and can work on any secret key extraction methods using RSS measurements, such as [4] and [7] . Additionally, in Section 8, we also propose a fading trend based secret key extraction method to achieve a lower bit mismatch rate while maintaining the comparable bit generation rate when comparing to existing studies.
Attack Model
We consider a passive adversary, an Eavesdropper, who follows the legitimate mobile devices involving in group key extraction. The eavesdropper's channel gain observation is independent of the channel gain observations of every other legitimate mobile device. It overhears all the public discussion during key generation and can obtain the secret key extraction algorithm and corresponding parameters for key generation. The Eavesdropper is assumed to be located at least =2 away from legitimate devices. Over distances of half a wavelength, wireless channel gains decorrelate in multipath fading environments, hence leading to independent observations at the eavesdropper and the legitimate nodes. This eliminates the possibility of the eavesdropper to extract any information on the gains of the legitimate channels, merely based on the observations over its own channel [29] . However, by accumulating the channel information broadcasted during public discussion phase from multiple wireless devices, the eavesdropper may be able to derive part or all of the group secret key as the number of users increase. To counter that, a subsequent privacy amplification phase should be used by the legitimate users.
RELAY NODE ASSISTED COLLABORATIVE KEY EXTRACTION
To achieve group key extraction, one fundamental issue needs to be addressed is when a pair of wireless devices are not within each other's communication range. We propose an approach using relay nodes for key extraction when two wireless devices cannot communicate directly. In particular, we design a collaborative key extraction scheme under the assistance of relay nodes. We assume that all the relay nodes will be authenticated before deployed in our collaborative key extraction scheme. Since there is no common radio channel that two devices (e.g., Alice and Bob) can measure directly when they are not within each other's communication range, we propose to use the collaborative efforts from one or more relay nodes, who connect between these two devices, to assist in secret key generation between them. However, due to the open nature of wireless medium, any information forwarded by relay nodes will be eavesdropped, which makes it infeasible to pass RSS measurements directly to either Alice or Bob for secret key generation. To solve this problem, we define a metric called DOSS, which represents the difference of signal strength measured at each relay node from two different radio channels that the relay nodes connected to other devices. Instead of passing the RSS readings, the DOSS values will be passed to other devices to facilitate key extraction. Without obtaining the exact RSS measurements, an adversary cannot regenerate the same secret key between Alice and Bob. Our relay node assisted collaborative key extraction scheme can work with many existing studies leveraging RSS measurements for secret key extraction. Particularly, Mathur et al. [4] uses single threshold to quantize the RSS measurements for secret key generation. Multi-quantization technique is applied on RSS measurements to extract secret keys in wireless networks [3] , [7] . Zhu et al. [30] extracts secret keys by improving the level-crossing technique in a noisy vehicular environment. We also propose a new key extraction method utilizing fading trend, aiming to achieve a lower bit mismatch rate. The details of this method is presented in Section 8.
Basic Protocol
We use three mobile devices, including Alice, Bob and Ryan, to illustrate the basic idea of the relay node assisted secret key extraction scheme. We denote Ryan's observation on channel ðA; RÞ between Alice and Ryan in slot t with:
where Y A;R ðtÞ is the actual channel gain in slot t and W R A;R ðtÞ is the observation noise, assumed to be i.i.d. for all A and R:
Step 1. Alice, Bob and Ryan consist of a one-hop network, where Alice and Bob communicate via the relay node, Ryan.
Step 2. Any two neighboring devices among Alice, Bob and Ryan exchange the probe packets for extracting channel measurements. The RSS measured at Ryan from its neighboring devices Alice and Bob areŶ One alternative is to utilize all the channel information along the path between Alice and Bob by letting the relay node, Ryan, send the DOSS values to both Alice and Bob. However, we find that the generated key presents the same secrecy as this simple approach, which only uses the channel information between Alice and Ryan. Fig. 1 illustrates our proposed protocol by employing one relay node, Ryan. The protocol can be easily extended to the case with multiple relay nodes, which is further discussed in Section 6. We note that this protocol is generic to any key extraction algorithms using RSS. In this work, we apply the fading trend based scheme introduced in Section 8 to our group key extraction framework and compare its performance with exiting methods using RSS.
GROUP KEY EXTRACTION VIA THE STAR TOPOLOGY
We examine two typical scenarios in mobile wireless networks when performing group key extraction for multiple devices. The first one is when all wireless devices inside the group under consideration are within each other's communication range, which means any two devices are directly connected. For example, a group of travelers are visiting different places and would like to establish secure communication among themselves. In this scenario, we randomly choose one device as the virtual central node and the rest of the devices in the group forms a star topology. The virtual central node facilitates the group key extraction by passing the DOSS values to other nodes and perform key extraction collaboratively. When not all wireless devices within the group under consideration are within each other's communication range, they are interconnected with either group or non-group members. We form the devices within the group to a virtual chain topology, where nodes are sequentially connected. In this section, we focus our attention on presenting the group key extraction protocol via the star topology and defer the discussion on the group key extraction protocol via the chain topology in Section 6.
Protocol Design
There are four steps in the protocol via the star topology.
We assume there are n nodes in the group. Each group member is represented as j, where j ¼ c; 1; 2; . . . ; n À 1:
Step 1. First, the group will randomly select a group member, say c, serving as the virtual central node. The secret key will be extracted based on the radio channel between c and another randomly selected device, say node 1. Fig. 2 illustrates the topology with the central node and the other members of the group. In each time slot t; 1 t T , the group repeats Steps 2-3:
Step 2. Each group member j; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1 obtains channel measurementŶ (1)
Step 4. Finally, the central node initiates a one-way public discussion and initial key bits are extracted via information reconciliation. All the nodes share the same initial key after information reconciliation, but at the same time some information is revealed to the attacker. Nodes then go through privacy amplification to generate the secret key, which is independent of all observations (including those overheard during public discussion) of the attacker. We elaborate on the details of these two steps in the following section.
The topology and the broadcasts are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Achievable Group Secret Key Rate with the Star Topology
In this section, we analyze the achievable key rate of our scheme under the network via the star topology in the presence of an eavesdropper. We also provide the details of the public discussion and privacy amplification phases in the sequel. The key generation problem we are considering lies under source-type models for secret-key agreement [31] . Nodes make noisy observations (i.e., the source) of the gains of particular channels in each time slot t 2 f1; . . . ; T g. We denote the observation of node j 2 fc; 1; . . . ; n À 1g of channel ðj; iÞ in slot t with: The objective of the one-way public discussion initiated by c after the observation phase is to achieve information reconciliation. At the end of public discussion, all nodes should obtain ½Ŷ For the entire group to be able to decode the common information, the number of bins should be no less than 2 TR bin ðT Þ , where
Thus, R bin ðT Þ corresponds to the rate of information node c needs to provide to the group member with the "worst" observation for the generation of the initial key.
With the Slepian-Wolf source encoding with the above random binning structure, the key mismatch probability goes to 0 as T ! 1. Let us define the asymptotic group information rate as: Fig. 2 . Illustration of the group key extraction protocol via the star topology.
1. Note that this is a sequence of vectors the associated set of observations can be transmitted in time sequentially, as the observations are made, rather than all at once.
where (2) 
where the second equality follows similarly from [32] , Eq. (9.52)] and that Y e is independent of all other channel gains. Now, we can write the achievable secret key rate as:
which follows from the corollary subsequent to Theorem 1 in [33] , since ½Ŷ ; Y e form a Markov chain for all j; 1 j n À 1. This rate can be achieved after privacy amplification via universal hashing [34] . Note that, this rate corresponds to the group secret key rate provided in [35] , Theorem 1] .
In what follows we will evaluate R sec star for the case in which Y ji ðtÞ and W j ij ðtÞ are i.i.d. processes (i.e., symmetric channels) for all channels i; j 2 fc; 1; . . . ; n À 1g. Since the observation of each node is identically distributed, R star can be found by analyzing the secret key rate for an arbitrary user other than node 1, e.g., node 2. The secret key rate as given in Eq. (4) can be written after dropping the time indices for simplicity as: 
2 
4. The distribution for ½ÀŶ 
5. For ½Ŷ 
where the entries of covariance matrix K Z in the top left portion with coordinates ½1; n À 2 Â ½1; n À 2 are identical to s m Þ 2 . Thus, we can obtain the achievable group key rate in star topology as:
From the equation above, we observe that the achievable group key rate R sec star in star topology only depends on the group size n and SNR g m on wireless channel. As the group size increases, the achievable group key rate decreases, indicating that a larger group is more vulnerable to eavesdropper attacks. This is because more channel statistical information, embedded in the DOSS information, is exposed to the attacker as node c broadcasts all DOSS values in each block. Furthermore, if SNR on radio channel increases, the achievable group key rate becomes higher. Higher SNR would result in less ambiguity on group key extraction, which benefits the key agreement among group members and is independent from the potential key extraction of the attacker.
Discussion. Secret key generation algorithms typically go through a subsequent public discussion and privacy amplification phases at the end of the entire observation phase (e.g., see [36] ). While maximizing the length of the secret key generated, this leads to a high delay, since the amount of exchange for reconciliation increases with the length of the observation. For instance, in [35] , simple schemes are proposed for group key generation: First, the center node generates pairwise secret keys, separately with each node. Then, it broadcasts one of the keys (shortest one) xor'ed with the key associated with each user, so each user can reconstruct the shortest key. This way, the group secret key capacity derived in [35] is achieved. However, these capacity achieving schemes involve a separate information reconciliation phase with each user as well as a separate transmission (of the secret key). Consequently, the delay subsequent to the observation phase scales with the number of nodes.
On the other hand, our scheme broadcasts some information during the observation phase (S pub ðtÞ in each time slot t) in an on-line manner. 3 The subsequent one-way public discussion involves a single broadcast for information reconciliation, as opposed to a separate broadcast for each pairwise key as in the secret key capacity achieving scheme. Clearly, this reduction of the delay and the public discussion overhead is significant in practice. Note however that, this comes at the expense of some sacrifice in the key rate.
GROUP KEY EXTRACTION VIA THE CHAIN TOPOLOGY
Under the scenarios when not all the wireless devices in the group are within the communication range of each other, our collaborative key extraction protocol via the chain topology constructs a virtual topology where the devices in the group under consideration are connected with one another like a chain as depicted in Fig. 3 . Each device in the chain involves to pass the corresponding DOSS values to its neighbor device in the next step of the chain. We note that the virtual chain topology is a special case of the tree Fig. 3 . Illustration of chain-based group key extraction protocol.
2. detðK Z Þ can be found by (1) multiplying the last row and the last column by À1, (2) shifting the rows by 1 so that the jth row becomes ðj þ 1Þst row and ðn À 1Þst row becomes the first row and likewise for the columns, (3) a cofactor expansion. topology, i.e., hybrid of star and chain topologies, and represents the worst case scenario in terms of accumulated noise during group key extraction using RSS.
Protocol Design
We assume there are n wireless devices in the group. A chain topology is formed with c and n À 1 as the head and tail node respectively, and the radio channel between c and 1 is chosen as the channel for secret bit extraction for all the members. There are four steps in group key extraction protocol via the chain topology:
Step 1. First, the group will select a pair, say c and 1, which are within the range of each other. The reference radio channel to be used by all group members is the one between c and 1. In each time slot t; 1 t T , the group repeats Steps 2-3:
Step 2. Each group member observes the channel gain between its neighboring nodes. Each group member j 2 f1; . . . ; n À 2g has two neighbors and collects two channel gain measurementsŶ Step 4. Finally, similar to the star scenario, the head node initiates a one-way public discussion and initial key bits are extracted via information reconciliation. Subsequently, nodes go through privacy amplification to generate the secret key. We elaborate on the details of these two steps in the following section.
Note that, another possible solution is to utilize all the channel gains in the chain to generate the key, rather than the gain between c and 1. However, we find that the secret key rate does not change in this alternate approach.
Achievable Group Secret Key Rate with the Chain Topology
With the chain topology, all nodes are ordered from the center node, c to the tail node, n À 1 toward the tail of the chain. In each time slot, each node observes the gain of its channel to its immediate neighbors. The model for the observations between any pair of nodes is identical to the model given under the star topology. Here, we use the channel gain, Y c;1 ðtÞ, of the first hop to generate the group key. The eavesdropper is assumed to have noiseless observation of Y j;e ðtÞ for all j's and t. At the end of each slot t, node 1 broadcasts quantized difference d One can realize that the above rate is the rate that node n À 1 requires to reconstructŶ D;c 1;c . This is also the group information rate, since the worst node happens to be node n À 1, which is at the farthest point of the network from node c. With the Slepian-Wolf source encoding with the above random binning structure, the key mismatch probability goes to 0 as T ! 1. Similar to (2) , (3), derived for the star topology, the asymptotic group information rate is: 
From the broadcasts during the observation phase and based on its own observations, the eavesdropper has side information ½S pub ; Y e and let where the second equality follows similarly from [32] , Eq. (9.52)]. Now, we can write the achievable secret key rate as: 
where (22) follows by dropping the vector notation, since observations are i.i.d., (23) follows by the application of chain rule on both terms of the right side of (22), (24) 
where K S pub is an ðn À 2Þ Â ðn À 2Þ covariance matrix with diagonal entries. Particularly, for all j 2 f1; . . . ; n À 3g: (27) and all other entries of K S pub are identical to 0. 2. For ½Ŷ c 1;c ; S pub , we have:
where KŶ c
1;c
;S pub is an ðn À 1Þ Â ðn À 1Þ covariance matrix, where the bottom right portion with entries ½2; n À 1 Â ½2; n À 1 is identical to K S pub , and the first row and the first column are as follows: 
where K S pub ;Ŷ nÀ1
is an ðn À 1Þ Â ðn À 1Þ covariance matrix with the top left portion of entries ½1; n À 2 Â ½1; n À 2 is identical to K S pub , and the last row and the last column are as follows: is an n Â n covariance matrix with the top left portion of entries ½1; n À 1 Â ½1; n À 1 is identical to KŶ c 
With the initial conditions d ;S pub via a cofactor expansion, we can find the recursive relation
It is not difficult to see for d Þ, the following recursive relationship holds:
Thus, all the determinants can be calculated recursively. Combining all of the above, we derive the achievable group key generation rate as:
Examining the R sec chain , similar trend on the achievable group key rate via the chain topology can be observed as in the star topology when varying the group size n and the SNR g m . In addition, when the DOSS value propagates along the chain topology, the noisy measurements will be accumulated. Thus, the observation of SNR keeps decreasing as the group size increases. Whereas group key extraction via the star topology does not involve such noise accumulation, since it has the maximum hop size equal to one. Therefore, the decreasing SNR makes the achievable group key rate in the chain topology decrease much faster than that in the star topology. We illustrate this in the next section.
DISCUSSION ON GROUP KEY EXTRACTION
VIA THE HYBRID TOPOLOGY
In Fig. 4 , we present the analytical results for the achievable group key rates, R sec star and R sec chain as a function of the observation SNR, g r , and the group size, n. As expected, the group key rate decreases with the group size and increases with the observation SNR. 4 The important observation is that, the key rate decreases much faster with the chain topology as shown in Fig. 4 . This is due to the fact that the observation SNR keeps decreasing as the chain size increases. Since the noise accumulates each time the channel gain difference is passed on over the relay. Indeed, the use of chain topology leads to a power penalty between 7-12 dB, compared to using the star topology, as the number of users vary between 3-15. This implies that, given a network, users should form as large a star topology as possible. However, as the network size grows, chains are become necessary to connect far-away users, since the observation SNR decreases significantly with the increased distances, due to path losses.
With the decreased observation SNR, the performance of pure star topology degrades as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Thus, in an extended network, one should use a hybrid topology in which nodes in a close vicinity connect to form star topologies and such clusters are connected to each other via chains. Using our results, one can find the correct balance between the size of the stars and beyond what distances to start forming chains. When a portion of the group members are isolated from the rest of the group, non-group device members could be employed to connect the sub-groups. Intra-group communication should form a hybrid topology following the guidance as we discussed and inter-group communication uses the relay node assisted collaborative key extraction. We leave this analysis as a future study.
FADING TREND BASED SECRET KEY EXTRACTION
Our proposed collaborative secret key extraction can work with any secret key extraction method leveraging RSS measurements. To cope with the high bit mismatch rate in previous studies while maintaining a similar key generation rate, we propose a fading trend based secret key extraction algorithm that helps to better capture the similarity presented by channel reciprocity as opposed to using the RSS measurements directly. Using RSS measurements directly during key extraction may suffer various noises in real mobile environments and leads to a higher bit mismatch rate. We take the view point that there should be similar fading trend presented in the RSS measurements between a pair of wireless devices according to the channel reciprocity.
Algorithm
Given the RSS measurements from the same radio channel, the RSS readings measured by a pair of wireless devices, e.g., Alice and Bob, within the coherence time should be identical based on the principle of wireless channel reciprocity. In practice, there will be mismatch due to the halfduplex operating mode of standard transceivers (e.g., one device cannot send and receive packets at the same time) and the measurement errors. However, we find that the fading exhibited in RSS measurements over time for a pair of mobile devices follows similar increasing or decreasing trend despite of the mismatch of absolute values, as shown in Fig. 5 . This observation inspires us to utilize the fading trend to reduce the secret bit mismatch rate when extracting secret bits from RSS measurements. The proposed fading trend based secret key extraction algorithm includes three components: interpolation, fading trend estimation and thresholding. Two variants are proposed in the thresholding step: basic RSS fading trend and median thresholding (RTM) and extended RSS fading trend and quantization (RTQ). The algorithm flow is displayed in Algorithm 1.
We use the following standard notations: (a) "^" is the AND operation; (b) "_" stands for OR operation; (c)Ŷ ðtÞ denotes RSS measurement extracted from the probe packet at time t:
Interpolation. Due to the half-duplex operating mode of standard transceivers, the probe packet transmitted by Alice and Bob has a short delay, which results in the channel measurements asymmetry. And this becomes one of the sources causing RSS reading mismatch. To address this issue, we use the cubic Farrow filter based interpolation technique on top of the measurement RSS readings so that 4. Note that, observation SNR can be increased by using a higherpowered pilot signals to measure the channel gains.
Alice and Bob are able to estimate the RSS measurements at common time instants [37] .
Fading trend estimation. The objective of this step is to extract one secret bit at RSS each measurement that exhibits fading trend. To determine the fading trend on one particular RSS measurementŶ ðtÞ, we examine its previous samplê Y ðt À 1Þ and the second following sampleŶ ðt þ 2Þ. Here we define F 1 ¼Ŷ ðtÞ ÀŶ ðt À 1Þ and F 2 ¼Ŷ ðt þ 2Þ ÀŶ ðtÞ. If the set of RSS measurements fŶ ðt À 1Þ;Ŷ ðtÞ;Ŷ ðt þ 2Þg consist of a monotone sequence, i.e., F 1 and F 2 has the same positive or negative relationship, a fading trend is determined. Using this approach, for the fading trend estimation at each measurement, there is only one overlapped RSS sample. Thus, the possible correlation caused by fading trend estimation is minimized. The secret bit, b t ð1Þ, encoded atŶ ðtÞ is determined as 1 or 0 which corresponds to increasing or decreasing fading trend, as computed in Equation (38) displayed in Algorithm 1.
Thresholding. Two variants of secret bits extraction are proposed at this step.
RTM. This basic version of our proposed scheme uses the median value of all RSS measurements, u, as the single threshold to extract another secret bit for each RSS measurement. The bit, b t ð2Þ is encoded as 1 or 0 depending on whetherŶ ðtÞ is larger than u or not, as described in equation 40 of Algorithm 1.
RTQ. The extended version of our key generation scheme extracts multiple bits per RSS measurement in addition to the trend based quantization at the previous step. Instead of using single threshold, we are inspired by the idea of quantization in signal processing to extract secret bits via multiple thresholds. In order to extract m À 1 bits per measurement, the RSS measurementsŶ ðtÞ is quantized into 2 ðmÀ1Þ equallylikely levels. Let F ðŶ ðtÞÞ be the cumulative distribution function ofŶ ðtÞ. The thresholds used for extracting secret bits are determined by the inverse of F ðŶ ðtÞÞ,
In 38] are employed for extracting m À 1 bits, b t ðiÞ; i ¼ 2; . . . ; m, fromŶ ðtÞ. By examining through the measurements, all the RSS readings exhibiting the fading trend can be found. Alice and Bob will exchange their own set of index that includes all the measurements have the fading trend. The measurements at the common indexes are then encoded to secret bits by using our proposed fading trend estimation and thresholding. The remaining set of measurements without the fading trend will be quantized to secret bits by using existing multi-level quantization method [3] . Therefore, in our method, both the fading trend estimation and multiple thresholding are used in secret key extraction. One of the encouraging observations from our various experimental scenarios is that we found over 75 percent of RSS measurements exhibit a fading trend.
Bit Mismatch Probability Analysis
We next provide a theoretic analysis of the probability of bit disagreement when using the fading trend for secret bit encoding.Ŷ Then the probability for bit disagreement can be derived as:
where F ðÞ is the cumulative distribution function for Gaussian distribution.
To illustrate, Fig. 6 depicts the probability density function of F and it results in the probability of F 1 B < 0 to be also small. Therefore, the first term of Equation (42) should be a small value, which indicates a small bit disagreement probability. Similar analysis can be applied for the second term in Equation (42) as well.
In this work, we utilize the fading trend based key extraction method as the basis for our two group key extraction protocols (via star and chain topologies) in our framework. We compare the performance of our method with existing ones in next section.
Secret Key Reconciliation and Privacy Amplification
Information reconciliation. After the fading trend assisted bit extraction, Alice and Bob end up with a bit sequences, K A and K B , respectively. According to the reciprocity property, the 2 bit sequence should theoretically identical, but due to the estimation error resulted from noise or interference, etc., there are some bit mismatches existing between K A and K B . To reconcile the bit discrepancies, existing information reconciliation techniques, such as error correction codes ((12, 23) Golay code), is deployed [39] . An ðn; mÞ error correction code C includes a one-toone encoding function f enc ðÞ mapping from m-bit sequence to n-bit sequence ðn > mÞ, and a many-to-one decoding function f dec ðÞ mapping any n-bit sequence to one of 2 k n-bit sequence which is called codewords of C. Alice first computes the closest codeword to K A in C through the decoding function f dec ðK A Þ, and then calculates the offset P ¼ K A À f dec ðK A Þ, which is sent to Bob. Upon receiving P , Bob can decode K A by the following operation: P þ f dec ðK B À P Þ. At the end of this step, Both Alice and Bob can have the common K A with high probability due to the error correcting ability of C.
Privacy amplification. Since the information during the reconciliation stage can also be heard by Eve in the public channel, partial information about the secret key between Alice and Bob may be exposed to Eve. To ensure the shared secret key completed unknown to Eve, the technique of privacy amplification can be used to solve this problem. The way to realize privacy amplification is to use the encoding function f enc ðÞ to obtain the k-bit pre-image of the n-bit codeword f dec ðK A Þ.
9 SYSTEM PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Prototype Implementation
We build a group key extraction system prototype, in which one initial node and several participant nodes generate a group key collaboratively. The initial node is used to start the procedure of extracting the group key via both star and chain topologies. It is responsible for 1) actively sending probe packets to other participating nodes to collect RSS measurements; 2) being the central node in the star topology and calculating the DOSS value for participating nodes. To ensure the reciprocity of wireless channels, each participating node sends out probe packets once receiving probe packets from any other node. To cooperate the secret key extraction via the chain topology, the participating node is designed to calculate the DOSS value, and inserts it to the probe packet that will be essentially relayed to the end of the chain. Our prototype uses Crossbow MICAz motes, which support 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 communication at a high speed of 250 kbps. We implement a mobile wireless network using six MICAz motes: one acts as the initial node and the other five are participating nodes. One additional mote is connected to a laptop acting as sink. Probe packets are broadcasted at the rate of 20 pkt/sec. The probe packet includes the sending node ID and the packet sequence number so that the sink node can distinguish different probe packets. When a node receives a probe packet, it extracts the sending node ID and packet sequence number, and calculates the DOSS for its two neighboring channels. Next, all these information are inserted into the probe packet that the node will send out. After the sink node receives the probe packet from other nodes, it extracts the related information and stores it in the database. Finally, the sink can calculate all the RSS measurements on the channel between any pair of nodes based on the DOSS information, and feed them as the input of the fading trend based key extraction algorithm for generating secret bits.
Experimental setup and scenarios. We conduct experiments by running our mobile wireless network to collect RSS measurements in both outdoor and indoor environments. Our outdoor environments include park and street. The park is covered with tall trees, multiple small roads and fountains. Our street environment is from Hoboken train station to Stevens Institute of Technology spanning over 10 street blocks. During our experiments, we measure RSS under two different conditions: one is having pedestrians passing through our mobile wireless network, and the other is not having pedestrians passing through. Thus, for outdoor environments we have four experimental scenarios numbered as: A (park, with pedestrian), B (park, without pedestrian), C (street, with pedestrian), and D (street, without pedestrian). In our indoor environment, the RSS measurements are collected in classrooms, stairs and hallways, indicated as E (building). The outdoor experiments are performed under the presence of dynamic environmental movements (including people walking, kids running, and cars driving around) and all the motes involved in secret key generation are constantly moving. There are total 25 data sets, each lasts for about 5 minutes. Metrics. To evaluate the performance of our framework, we use the following metrics:
Bit mismatch rate. For key extraction between a pair of wireless devices, the bit mismatch rate is defined as the number of bits that do not match between two devices divided by the total number of secret bits extracted. For group key extraction, it is defined as the averaged bit mismatch rate from all pairs of devices in the group.
Bit generation rate. The bit generation rate represents as the number of secret bits extracted per RSS measurement.
Randomness. The standard NIST test suite is employed to measure the randomness of the generated secret bit string.
Evaluation of Fading Trend Based Key Extraction Algorithm 9.2.1 Bit Mismatch Rate
We compare our fading trend based key extraction scheme with the representative previous studies [7] , which uses multi-level quantization.
Basic RTM scheme. Fig. 7a shows the bit mismatch rate versus different experimental scenarios from A to E for both our method and the multi-level quantization method when maintaining the same secret bit generation rate at 2 bits per measurement. We observe that our method outperforms the multi-level quantization approach by over 26 percent for outdoor environments, particularly, 26, 30, 27, 28 percent for scenarios A $ D respectively, and around 11 percent for indoor environment as shown in Fig. 7b . In addition, the scenarios with pedestrians passing between mobile devices achieve lower bit mismatch rate, indicating the presence of larger fading, which benefits our proposed method.
Extended RTQ scheme. Figs. 7c and 7d presents the bit mismatch rate for RTQ scheme and the multi-level quantization method when generating 3 bits and 4 bits from one RSS measurement. By comparing Figs. 7c and 7d, we observe that as the number of secret bits extracted per RSS measurement increases, the bit mismatch rate also increases for both methods. However, our proposed method outperforms the multi-level quantization method for more than 40 percent under each scenario, and the performance improvement becomes more significant as the number of encoded bits increases. The increased bit mismatch rate for both methods is caused by the increasing number of thresholds for quantizing RSS measurements. However, due to the fading trend employed, the bit mismatch rate of our method does not increase as much as the multi-level quantization method when the number of encoded bits increases.
Comparison of BMR between legitimate user and eavesdropper. Fig. 8 presents our experimental results of a pair of MICAz nodes with the presence of eavesdropper (using an additional MICAz mote placed at 30 cm away) for 2 bits per measurement. We find that the bit mismatch rate incurred by eavesdropper is much higher than that of between the pair of legitimate devices under different scenarios identified as A, B, C, D, and E in Section 9.1. This observation validates the high security of using channel measurements for secret key extraction.
Randomness
To ensure that the secret key generated is substantially random, the standard randomness test suite from NIST [40] is employed to verify the effectiveness of the secret bits extracted after secret key reconciliation and before privacy amplification [6] . Since the bit length generated from our experiments should meet the recommended size of the NIST tests, we run eight NIST tests and calculate their p-values. The test results for five different experimental scenarios are listed in Table 1 . All the cases pass the test with the p-value much larger than 0.01, which is the threshold to pass the test. The NIST results show that privacy amplification increases the randomness of the secret key extracted, so as the effectiveness of the secret key extracted.
Group Key Extraction via the Star Topology
We next study how the number of nodes in the group affects the BMR for group key extraction via the star topology in Figs. 9a and 9b. We observe that the bit mismatch rate is stable when the group size increases under both scenarios A and B when maintaining the bit generation rate at 2 bits per measurement.
The results are consistent with our theoretical analysis in Section 5.2. A slight difference exists on the bit mismatch rate under each scenario among different group sizes due to the noise does not strictly follow identical Gaussian distribution in practice. Furthermore, we found that the performance of our protocol is better under scenario A with pedestrians, thus confirms the effectiveness of our fading trend based key extraction scheme. 
Group Key Extraction via the Chain Topology
Figs. 9c and 9d present the BMR for group key extraction via the chain topology. We observe that as the group size increases, the bit mismatch rate under both scenarios A and B increases when maintaining the bit generation rate at 2 bits per measurement. For scenario A, the bit mismatch rate increases from 0.034 to 0.058 when the number of group members changes from 4 to 6, whereas scenario B has the bit mismatch rate increasing from 0.056 to 0.073. This is due to the increasing noise variance when DOSS values are accumulated along the chain. According to the analysis in Section 4, the bit mismatch rates are still within the error tolerance range of Golay code.
Communication Cost
Besides the probe exchange between two neighboring nodes for both star and chain topologies, the virtual central node needs to disseminate the DOSS values to the group members for star topology, whereas the group members need to forward the DOSS value by traversing their subsequent nodes on the chain for chain topology. The communication cost for both topologies is similar, and is linear to the size of the group. For example, every 1 or 2 bits in the group key would incur 2ðn À 1Þ þ ðn À 2Þ ¼ 3n À 4 packets communication cost among the whole group, where n is the number of nodes defined in Sections 5 and 6.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we address the problem of group key extraction by exploiting physical layer information of radio channel. In particular, the group key is extracted when multiple wireless devices work collaboratively with the readily available received signal strength in radio channels, without relying on a fixed infrastructure. We propose a relay node assisted mechanism that solves the issue when mobile devices are not within each other's communication range. Our relay node assisted mechanism uses difference of signal strength to ensure the security of the key extraction, and achieves a lower bit mismatch rate comparing to existing studies while maintaining a similar key generation rate when employing key extraction based on fading trend. To enable secure group communication, two protocols via star and chain topologies are developed in our framework by exploiting RSS from multiple devices to perform group key generation collaboratively. The collaborative key extraction protocol via the star topology is designed for scenarios when the group of wireless devices under consideration is within the communication range of each other, while the protocol via the chain topology involves handling the scenarios when not all wireless devices inside the group are within the communication range of each other. We derive the maximum achievable group key rate by our approach. Our analysis provides important insights on the amount of drop in key rate as the group size grows and enables us to find the best network topology the group can form in order to achieve a high key rate. Our prototype using a mobile wireless network with multiple MICAz motes confirms the feasibility of leveraging RSS for group key generation among multiple wireless devices. The effectiveness of group key extraction via star and chain topologies built on top of fading-trend based key extraction and relay node assisted mechanism is demonstrated through extensive experimental study in both outdoor (e.g., park and street) and indoor (e.g., office building) environments. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
